FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Omni Electro Motive is Now Omni Turbine Parts
Sale of 40-year-old company to turbine industry veterans opens
much needed capacity immediately

NEWFIELD, NY – DECEMBER 2017 – A 40-year tradition of manufacturing turbine engine and
high-precision parts will continue with the sale of Omni Electro Motive, Inc. to industry veterans
Mark Doelling (founder of Dynamic Turbine and Triax) and Robert and Kris Kervick (founders of
Komteck and Arizona Cast Turbine). Rechristened Omni Turbine Parts, LLC, the 60,000 squarefoot facility located in Newfield, NY allows much needed open capacity to hit the industry
immediately.
Frank DeRidder started Omni Electromotive in1976 and will remain a part of the new company’s
operations. “I am happy to see the new owners are industry veterans and quality-oriented,”
DeRidder said. “They will take advantage our solid foundation and expertise to grow this
business. The best part is letting them run the business while I concentrate on engineering.”
The new owners are ready to hit the ground running. “Omni Turbine Parts has more open
capacity than any other OEM approved supplier,” said Mark Doelling, President at Omni Turbine
Parts. “The timing is great with the aero business near a historical high and economy heating up.”
Doelling emphasized that the new owners’ philosophies match DeRidder’s in their focus on
quality. “Bob, Kris, and I were excited to find this opportunity, with its high quality standards that
will allow us take advantage of our industry experience and contacts,” Doelling added. “We have
worked with so many great companies and individuals in the past and look forward to partnering
and supporting them again with a business we own and control. This business is about building
relationships with support and trust.”

About Omni Turbine Parts
Omni Turbine Parts, LLC (OTP) is a manufacturer of turbine engine components and high
precision parts with ISO900:2008 and AS9001C certified. Grinding, EDM, and milling are the
strengths of the operations, which also offers completed parts and sub-assemblies. Learn more at
http://new.omniturbineparts.com/
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